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Abstract-Two different Genetic Algorithm (GA) architectures
are applied to a feature selection problem in on-line signature verification. The standard GA with binary coding is first used to find
a suboptimal subset of features that minimizes the verification
error rate of the system. The curse of dimensionality phenomenon
is further investigated using a GA with integer coding. Results
are given on the MCYT signature database comprising 330 users
(16500 signatures). Signatures are represented by means of a set
of 100 features which can be divided into four different groups
according to the signature information they contain, namely: i)
time, ii) speed and acceleration, iii) direction, and iv) geometry.
The GA indicates that features from subsets i and iv are the
most discriminative when dealing with random forgeries, while
parameters from subsets ii and iv are the most appropriate to
miehegireisl f i
maximize the recognition rate with skilled forLgeries.

I. INTRODUCTION
In many pattern classification tasks, patterns are represented
by a vector of feature values. This set of features does not
always form the optimal group of parameters for all problems
as they may be redundant, irrelevant, or dependent with each
other depending on the scenario considered.
The task of selecting the most discriminative features for a
particular classification problem in a high dimensional space
is known as feature selection. Given a d dimension problem
there exist 2d possible subsets of features. Thus, for not-solarge values of d, exhaustive search is usually not feasible.
Many different algorithms have been presented in literature to
cope with this feature selection problem [1], being one of the
most popular the Genetic Algorithms (GA) [2] [3].
GA are non deterministic methods which apply the rules
of selection, mutation and recombination to a population of
subjects each of them representing a possible solution to the
problem. The goodness of each solution is computed according
to some optimization criteria having the best individuals a
higher probability of surviving to the next generation (natural
selection). Following an iterative process a near to optimal
solution is reached.
In this work GA are applied to feature selection in an
on-line signature rec ognition problem [4]. Each signature

is represented by meanls of a 1L00 dimensionral vector. The
problem to be solved can be stated as follLows: giveln a set
of patterns (siglnatures) iln a 100-dimenrsionalL space, finrd a
subset of features of dimnensionl d, with d < 100, where the
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recognition rate of the system is maximized. Two different GA
have been implemented:

codnlteg:

* GA with biary
t searches for a suboptlunal
solution in the complete space of 2100 possible solutions.
* GA with integer coding: it searches for a suboptimal
solution of a specified dimension d. In this case the
100
dimension of the search space is
d10
d
Four different scenarios are onsidered: skilled and random
forgeries with 5 and 20 training signatures. The original
features are divided into four different groups according to the
signature information they contain, namely: i) time, ii) speed
and acceleration, i) direction, and v) geometry. Comparative
experiments are also given, resulting in some indications of
the most discriminant information for the different scenarios
considered.
Results are given using all the 16500 signatures from the
330 subjects of the publicly available MCYT signature database [5]. The optimization criteria used for the convergence of
the GA is the minimization of the system EER which is computed according to the similarity scores calculated using the
Mahalanobis distance. GA showed remarkable performance in
all the experiments carried out.
This paper is structured as follows. The implementation of
the GA is detailed in Sect. II. In Sect. III we present the
data used in the experiments, the features extracted from the
signatures and the experimental protocol followed. Results and
further discussion are reported in Sect. IV. Conclusions are
finally drawn in Sect. V.

II. IMPLEMENTATION
When applying a GA to a particular problem, there are three
main points to be taken into account [2]: i) representation
(coding) of the candidate solutions, ) objective function to
be maximized, and iii) genetic operators that will be used
and their probabilities of occurrence. In the present work two
different representations for the candidate solutions have been
considered.
. Binuary coding: individuals (po ssible solutions)A are represented by a binrary vector of dimenlsion 1L00. A bit set
to 1 means that the corresponlding feature is selLected,
alnd a bit set to 0 that it is lnot selected. No control is
exerted on the lnumber of 1l's of a particular solution so its
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TABLE II

COMIARISON OF EER VALUES (IN %) OF THE 1INARY GA SOLUTION AN1)

search space comprises all the possible subsets, not just
those of a specified size. A rank-based selection strategy
[7] is used to avoid premature convergence, together
with a one-point crossover operator [7]. Crossover and
mutation probabilities were heuristically set to 0.85 and
0.01 respectively. We picked a population size of 100 and

THE CASE OF USING THE WHOLE SET (F) 100 FEATURES.
Skilled forgeries
Random forgeries

lj1A0A

for:

the
GA ran
gelneratiolns.
individuals
are represented by a vector
Integer
coding:250

of length A1l, being M the dimension of the subspace
to be found. Each element of the vector is an integer in
the range [1, 100] and selects the corresponding feature
of the original set. As in sequential feature selection
methods [1], in this case the dimension of the subset can
be specified. Again a rank-based selection strategy is used
together with an order crossover operator [8]. Mutation
is carried out randomly changing an element value.
Crossover and mutation probabilities, and population size
were set to the same values as in the binary GA. The
number of generations was 350.
In both cases the evaluation function that measures the
fitness (goodness) of each individual is f 1/EER. The objective of the GA is to find the solution among all possible that
maximizes f. The EER of the system is computed according to
the similarity scores calculated using the Mahalanobis distance
((x -_ )TE-(x - ,))'/2, where x is the pattern being
classified, Iti is the mean of class i, and E is the covariance
matrix.
A. Data set description
Experiments were carried out on the MCYT Signature
database which comprises 330 signers. Each user contributed
with 25 original signatures and 5 forgeries of each of his 5
precedent donors. Thus, 25 original signatures and as many
forgeries are available for each of the 330 subjects, to complete
the 16500 signatures that conform the database. All of them
were used in the experiments. An in depth description of the
database can be found in [5].
B. Features considered
The set of 100 global parameters considered to represent
each signature is described in [6] and given here in Table I.
We have generated four different groups of features according
to the signature information they contain, namely: i) time
(white cells in Table I), i) speed and acceleration (light grey
cells), iii) direction (dark grey cells), and iv) geometry (black
cells). The features assigned to each class are the following
(the numbering criterion followed is the same used in [6]).

C Scenarios
Four different scenarios are considered: skilled and random
forgeries with 5 and 20 training signatures.
InL the case of skiled forgeries impostors try to access the
system imitatinlg the gelnuine user's signature. Clielnt scores are

computed comparing te test set (comprising Signatures tat
were lnot used for the trailning) of each user with his trainled
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14.51

3.31
4.70(54)

j

5 TR.

20 TR.

4.115.94(57) 0.782.60(53)

model. That is, 20 x 330, or 5 x 330 genuine scores for the
cases of few/many training signatures, respectively. Impostor
scores come from the comparison of the trained model with
the 25 forgeries of the donor (25 x 330 impostor scores).
In the random forgeries scenario impostors claim the genuine user's identity using their own signature. Client scores
are obtained the same way as in the skilled forgeries case.
We compare one signature of each user with one signature of
every other donor of the database to generate the 329 x 330
impostor similarity scores.
IV. RESULTS
A Experiment 1. Genetic Evolution
In Fig. 1 (a), the evolution of the best individual of the
binary GA for the case of skilled forgeries with 20 training
signatures is shown. The dashed line shows the EER of the
system for the case of using the whole set of 100 parameters.
We can see that the GA converges in the iteration 100 (no real
improvement is produced in the next generations) and that the
subset of features found clearly outperforms the case of using
all of the 100 parameters.
In Table lI the EER for the four scenarios considered and
for the best subset of attributes found by the GA in each
case is given in the first row. The dimension of the subspace
solution is shown in brackets. In the second row the EER of
the system when using 100 parameters is specified so that both
EER values can be compared.
The GA finds in all cases a subset of features that not only
reduces the computation cost (it has about half number of
features), but also provides a better classification accuracy.
This fact shows the curse of dimensionality phenomenon that
will be further studied using the integer GA.
In Fig. 1 (b), the evolution of the integer GA is depicted
for the case of skilled forgeries with 20 training signatures and
VI = 20, being MI the fixed dimension of the subspace to be
found. We see that the GA finds a subspace of dimension 20
where the system works better than in the 100 dimensional
original space.

Experiment 2. Curse of Dimensionality
Experiments with the integer coding were also carnled out in the skilled forgeries scenlario for A
[5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90]. Results for 5 anld 20 training signatures are shown in Fig. 2. Te solid line shows te solution
found by the GA and the dashed lilne is the performalnce of
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the binary GA (a) and the integer GA (b).
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the GA and the feature selection top ranked scheme proposed in [6] where

the system when adopting the top ranked individual feature
selection strategy used in [6]. The GA clearly outperforms
the other feature selection scheme. Interestingly, with the GA
approach the curve drops faster for small Ml and the best EER
value reached is lower.
The curse of dimensionality phenomenon can be seen in
Fig. 2. We can observe how the EER of the system decreases
as additional features are considered, eventually reaching a
minimum value and then starts to worsen with the introduction
of more features. Worth noting this minimum is reached for
around 60 features, as previously predicted by the binary GA.

We also compared the best EER values found by the binary
GA anld those obtainred with the inLteger GA for the two skilled
forgeries scenlarios colnsidered anld for the same dimnensioln of
the subspace. As expected, both results are very similar (< 8%
relative differelnce), thus, the integer codinlg GA is also capable
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is the feature subset size.

of finding a near to optimal solution to the problem, with the
advantage that the dimension of the feature subset can be fixed.
C Discussion
From the curves depicted in Fig. 2 we can observe that
the most discriminant features have already been found for
MI = 20 as the improvement for bigger values of M is very
small (6.8% and 8.3% for 5 and 20 training signatures respectively). Based on this result we compared the best feature
subsets of dimension 20 found by the GA for the skilled and
random forgeries scenarios with 5 training signatures. The two
feature subsets were analyzed and the results are summarized
in Table III. In each cell the number of features of each class
is shownr.
From the results showln inl Table III we can see that the
most discriminiralnt features for skilled forgeries are those of
groups regarding speed anld acceleration (ii) and geomnetry of
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right we depict two of the geometry parameters that were selected as most discriminant in the 20 dimensional subsets for both random and skilled forgeries
scenarios. Features from the genuine signature and the two forgeries on the left are highlighted.
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groups regarding temporal information (i) and geometry (iv).
Thus, we can conclude that the most informative parameters in
either cases are the ones regarding geometry information and
the least informative those based on angles and directions (iii).
In Fig. 3 we depict two of the geometry parameters that were
selected as most discriminant by the GA for both scenarios,
skilled and random. We can see that for these two parameters
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a perfect classification of the random forgeries depicted is
possible, and a fairly good separation of genuine and skilled
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Two GA schemes were presented and applied to a feature
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